Summary of the method of treatments to be used with persons apparently dead from drowning —

Convey the person to the nearest convenient house, with his head raised, strip and dry him as quick as possible, clean the mouth and nostrils from froth or mudd if a child let him be put between two persons naked in a hot bed, and in cold weather near a fire in warm weather, the air should be fully admitted into the room, the body is next to be gently rubbed with warm wettedcloths sprinkled with spirits, if at hand, otherwise dry; a heated warming pan may be now lightly moved over the body, properly covered with a blanket, and the body of a child is to be gently shook every few minutes whilst these means are using one or two assistants are to be employed in blowing tobacco smoke, as the fundamental with the instruments provided for the purpose as a tobacco pipe if that cannot be had, the bowl filled with tobacco and perfect by lighted, being covered with a handkerchief or piece of linen so as to defend the mouth of the